
100% of projects carried out by NOVELPAY are implemented – applications 
developed by our team are used daily by several million users across Europe.1

We are constantly bringing to the market new models of payment terminals and 
implement the most advanced technologies - 72% of all payment terminals delivered 
by NOVELPAY within the last 12 months were devices with the Android system.3

2We supply terminals and payment applications to all 5 the largest European acquirers.

4With headquarters in Warsaw and subsidiary in Paris and numerous distribution 
contracts, NOVELPAY operates across Europe, and beyond (among others also in Belgium, 
Switzerland, Sweden, Germany and UK).

We are a technology partner and the exclusive distributor in Poland and France of the largest 
global producer of payment terminals - PAX Technology - a company listed on the Hong Kong 
stock exchange [HKEX: PAXGLOBAL]. The PAX's R&D centre is located in Shenzhen which is 
considered to be the "Asian Silicon Valley".

5

Each year, NOVELPAY obtains certificates accouring to standards set by leading payment 
industry organization, i.e. nexo, CB, PCI, and others.7

6NOVELPAY is the largest R&D group and software house for PAX Android terminals 
in Europe. The best of our expert conduct technical training for PAX’s European 
partners network.

8
We are a nexo-standards member and the only company that has obtained nexo 
certification for both attended and unattended devices in accordance with subsequent 
versions of the standard (nexo IS 3.2 in 2016, IS 4.0 in 2021). We have already started 
work for certification according to version IS 5.0.

NOVELPAY’s atmosphere is that of solid team-spirit rooted in the pursuit of common 
goals  and we are growing - our HR turnover is tremendously low - within the last 12 
months we lost only 2 and gain 10 new employees.9

10We support you at your individually designed carrier path – we offer different roles and 
various growth opportunities, we value creative thinking and autonomy, expect individual 
engagement and great sense of responsibility for the output of performed tasks.
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